January 2024 Primetime Listings – 57.1

MONDAY, January 1, 2024

8:00 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: FROM VIENNA: THE NEW YEAR'S CELEBRATION 2024
GREAT PERFORMANCES continues its tradition of ringing in the New Year with the Vienna Philharmonic at the world-famous Musikverein, with PBS favorite Hugh Bonneville returning as host for a fifth year. The celebrations also showcase the virtuosic dancing of the Vienna City Ballet performed on location in sumptuous Vienna landmarks. (Repeats 1/1 at 9:30pm, 1/2 at 12:30am and 1/2 at 2:00am)

9:30 PM GREAT PERFORMANCES: FROM VIENNA: THE NEW YEAR'S CELEBRATION 2024
See January 1 description (Repeats 1/2 at 12:30am and 1/2 at 2:00am)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM GREAT PERFORMANCES: FROM VIENNA: THE NEW YEAR'S CELEBRATION 2024
See January 1 description (Repeats 1/2 at 2:00am)

TUESDAY, January 2, 2024

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: BORN TO SING
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the remarkable roots of singers Alanis Morissette and Ciara, using DNA analysis and genealogical detective work to travel back centuries, revealing his guest's hidden connections to history and to music. (Repeats 1/3 at 12:30am, 1/3 at 3:30am and 1/3 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM AMERICAN MASTERS: HOPPER: AN AMERICAN LOVE STORY - D
Hopper's work is the most recognizable art in America - popular, praised, and mysterious. Countless painters, photographers, filmmakers and musicians have been influenced by his art - but who was he, and how did a struggling illustrator create such a bounty of notable work? This new film takes a deep look into Hopper's art, his life, and his relationships. From his early career as an illustrator; his wife giving up her own promising art career to be his manager; his critical and commercial acclaim; and in his own words - this film explores the enigmatic personality behind the brush. Combined with expert interviews, diaries and a startling visual reflection of American life, Hopper: An American love story brings to life America's arguably most influential artist. (Repeats 1/3 at 1:30am, 1/3 at 4:00pm and 1/9 at 1:00pm)

10:00 PM CIRITIZEN'S GUIDE TO PRESERVING DEMOCRACY
Explore how Americans are working towards strengthening democracy and renewing the spirit of a more informed and engaged citizenry through interviews and real-life examples with Hari Sreenivasan and Dr. Richard Haass based on Dr. Haass' book. (Repeats 1/3 at 2:30am and 1/9 at 2:00pm)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: BORN TO SING
See January 2 description (Repeats 1/3 at 3:30am and 1/3 at 3:00pm)

WEDNESDAY, January 3, 2024

8:00 PM NATURE: THE SERENGETI RULES - D
Explore some of the most remote and spectacular places on Earth with a pioneering group of scientists who make surprising discoveries that transform human understanding of nature and ecology. Based on a book of the same name. (Repeats 1/4 at 12:30am, 1/4 at 3:30am, 1/5 at 3:00pm and 1/8 at 2:00pm)

9:00 PM NOVA: ARCTIC DRIFT - D
Journey to the top of the world with scientists as they embark on the most ambitious Arctic research expedition of all time. The Arctic - a vast frozen ocean, shrouded in darkness for half the year - is warming at twice the rate as the rest of the globe. Since the northern ice cap acts as a cooling system for the entire planet, what happens in the Arctic doesn't stay in the Arctic. As the ice cap melts, the world warms faster, disrupting weather patterns, diverting ocean currents, and endangering biodiversity. Yet because the Arctic is so inaccessible and inhospitable, establishing exactly what's going on and forecasting its future have proven elusive. Now, Arctic Drift takes viewers on a groundbreaking expedition that will bring vital new clarity to scientists' predictions of global change. Experts from twenty different nations join the voyage of the 12,000-ton Polarstern icebreaker as it's gripped by the polar ice and drifts for an entire year. From this unique research station, they can make previously impossible long-term observations and experiments. But long hours in this harsh environment bring their own challenges, including hungry polar bears, perilous sea ice cracks, and equipment failure. With breathtaking cinematography, heart-wrenching personal stories, and high stakes science, Arctic Drift follows the scientists in their risky race against time to understand the Arctic before it changes our world forever. (Repeats 1/4 at 1:30am, 1/5 at 4:00pm, 1/7 at noon and 1/8 at 1:00pm)

10:00 PM SECRETS OF THE DEAD: NERO'S SUNKEN CITY - D
Baiae... An escape for ancient Rome's powerful elite, the Las Vegas of its day. Now, follow archaeologists who are mapping underwater ruins and piecing together what life was like in this playground for the rich. (Repeats 1/4 at 2:30am, 1/5 at 5:00pm and 1/10 at 2:00pm)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM NATURE: THE SERENGETI RULES - D
See January 3 description (Repeats 1/4 at 3:30am, 1/5 at 3:00pm and 1/8 at 2:00pm)

THURSDAY, January 4, 2024

8:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE
Florence's undercover role takes a dangerous turn when she finds herself in familiar surroundings, amid a murder investigation. In a race against time, can Neville solve the
murder? (Repeats 1/5 at 12:30am, 1/7 at 7:00pm and 1/11 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM D.I. RAY: EPISODE 1 - D
D.I. Rachita Ray is promoted to Homicide but realizes instantly she is there to ‘tick a box’ and that the so called 'culturally specific homicide' she is assigned to, is anything but. (Repeats 1/5 at 1:30am)

10:00 PM ASTRID: THE STARLING
(Repeats 1/5 at 2:30am)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM DEATH IN PARADISE
See January 4 description (Repeats 1/5 at 7:00pm and 1/11 at 3:00pm)

FRIDAY, January 5, 2024

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL
(Repeats 1/6 at 12:30am, 1/6 at 7:00pm, 1/7 at 7:00pm and 1/8 at 5:30pm)

8:30 PM NEW YORK NOW (NY): JANUARY 5 - 7, 2024
(Repeats 1/6 at 1:00am, 1/6 at 7:30pm, 1/7 at 10:30am and 1/8 at 5:00pm)

9:00 PM THE AMERICAN BUFFALO: BLOOD MEMORY - D P
The dramatic story of how America's national mammal, which sustained the lives of Native people, was driven to the brink of extinction. Ken Burns recounts the tragic collision of two opposing views of the natural world. (Repeats 1/6 at 1:30am, 1/9 at 3:00pm and 1/11 at 1:00pm)

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM DEATH IN PARADISE
See January 4 description (Repeats 1/5 at 7:00pm and 1/11 at 3:00pm)

SUNDAY, January 7, 2024

8:00 PM MISS SCARLET AND THE DUKE ON MASTERPIECE: ELYSIUM - D
Eliza teams up with Duke to investigate a burglary in a high-end brothel whose clients include important members of the British government. (Repeats 1/8 at 1:00am, 1/13 at 10:00pm and 1/14 at 2:30am)

9:00 PM ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL ON MASTERPIECE: BROODINESS - D P
Skeldale House is busier than ever while Tristan is away serving. James and Helen dream about the future, hoping that James will not be called up to serve. When Mrs. Hall takes a leap of faith, Siegfried offers his support. (Repeats 1/8 at 2:00am)

10:00 PM FUNNY WOMAN: EPISODE 1
Barbara lands a lead role in a new TV sitcom, but just as she's about to realize her dream, news from home threatens to derail her plans. Will she return to Blackpool or seize her moment in London? (Repeats 1/8 at 3:00am)

11:00 PM MARRIAGE - D
Returning from holiday, Emma and Ian get back into normal life. Ian finds himself at a loose end while Emma's pleased to be back at work. Their daughter Jessica gets in touch and wants to bring her boyfriend round to meet them.

12:00 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH - PART TWO
See January 6 description (Repeats 1/11 at 4:00pm)

MONDAY, January 8, 2024

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER HOUR 1
Watch ROADSHOW's first visit to Alaska for treasures that include a 1969 Rolex Oyster cosmograph, an English bass violin, and Susan Butcher's 1990 Iditarod trophy. Which Anchorage find is worth $50,000 to $100,000? (Repeats 1/9 at 12:30am, 1/9 at 1:00am, 1/10 at 2:30am and 1/15 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: NEW YORK CITY, HOUR ONE
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW hits a homerun in the premiere of season 19 with a treasure-filled visit to New York City and its largest sports memorabilia find ever! Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Eric Silver take a trip to the New-York Historical Society to discuss Frederic Auguste Bartholdi Statue of Liberty
statuettes. Highlights include an unpublished Art Spiegelman book proposal, ca. 1974, that was positioned to become a sequel to his quotation book Whole Grains; a headboard from the set of The Godfather, Part II that was purchased for under $25; and an archive of rare photographic baseball cards with a handwritten letter from the 1871-1872 Boston Red Stockings, appraised at $1,000,000. (Repeats 1/9 at 1:30am and 1/12 at 3:30am)

10:00 PM THE COST OF INHERITANCE: AN AMERICA REFRAMED SPECIAL
Explore the issue of reparations for African-Americans. Building on key issues of diversity and democracy; slavery and its aftermath; and socio-economic indicators, this documentary puts real people and their family histories into the reparations debate. Personal stories, expert interviews and rich archival materials underscored by evocative music weaves a narrative around the issue of reparations today so many years after the historical understanding of the end of slavery in America. Noted speakers address the cumulative impact that Reconstruction, Black Laws, Jim Crow, modern day violence, discrimination added to divergent wealth trajectories and opportunities firmly rooted in the system of enslavement. Individuals seeking to bridge our human divide share their reparations quests and we begin to understand the myriad of initiatives already happening across the country on local, state & national levels to make reparations a reality. (Repeats 1/9 at 2:30am)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER HOUR 1
See January 8 description (Repeats 1/9 at 3:30am, 1/13 at 4:00pm and 1/15 at 3:00pm)

TUESDAY, January 9, 2024

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: FOREVER YOUNG
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. meets Valerie Bertinelli and Brendan Fraser two actors who found fame when they were young and lived their lives in the limelight, cut off from their roots. Each discovers ancestors who paved the way for their success. (Repeats 1/10 at 1:30am and 1/10 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: THE CODEBREAKER - D
Discover the fascinating story of Elizabeth Smith Friedman, the groundbreaking cryptanalyst who helped bring down Al Capone and break up a Nazi spy ring in South America. Her work helped lay the foundation for the National Security Agency (NSA). (Repeats 1/10 at 1:00pm)

10:00 PM INDEPENDENT LENS: BEYOND UTOPIA - D
The gripping story of families attempting to escape oppression in North Korea, revealing a world many have never seen. (Repeats 1/10 at 2:30am)

12:00 AM BBC NEWS

12:30 AM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

WEDNESDAY, January 10, 2024

8:00 PM NATURE: BIG LITTLE JOURNEYS: HOME - D
In Canada, a tiny turtle ventures through a forest of giants in search of the lake where she will spend the next 50 years of her life. In South Africa, a young bushbaby is drawn towards a world of light in his quest to find a new home. (Repeats 1/11 at 12:30am, 1/11 at 3:30am and 1/12 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM NOVA: HIGH-RISK HIGH-RISE - D
Over the past few decades, the number of skyscrapers worldwide has climbed dramatically. And as developers look to maximize limited urban space, and nations vie for prestige, these shimmering towers are being built higher and higher. In China alone, dozens of buildings rise to over 1,000 feet, with a few approaching 2,000 feet. But for all their impressive engineering, are these buildings safe? And are building regulations keeping up with the soaring heights of new structures? In San Francisco, skyscrapers can be built on unstable, sinking ground. And internal sprinkler systems are the only hope for extinguishing fires that burn beyond the reach of firefighters' ladders. Now, NOVA explores the science behind the risks of sky-high buildings, from the structural limits of building materials to the threats presented by wind, fire, and earthquakes. Experts show how the science of evacuation has shaped buildings in recent years, and what we have- and haven't-learned from past tragedies. (Repeats 1/11 at 1:30am, 1/12 at 4:00pm and 1/14 at noon)

10:00 PM SECRETS OF THE DEAD: VAN GOGH'S EAR
The night when Vincent van Gogh cut his own ear defines his turbulent life and art. Generations have theorized about what really happened on December 23, 1888, in the French town of Arles, but no one has been clear on the details-Until now. (Repeats 1/11 at 2:30am, 1/12 at 5:00pm and 1/17 at 1:00pm)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM NATURE: BIG LITTLE JOURNEYS: HOME - D
See January 10 description (Repeats 1/11 at 3:30am and 1/12 at 3:00pm)

THURSDAY, January 11, 2024

8:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE
When a young popstar is found dead at a rehab clinic, it initially looks like a tragic accident. But Neville is convinced there's more to her death than meets the eye. (Repeats 1/12 at 12:30am, 1/14 at 7:00pm and 1/18 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM D.I. RAY: EPISODE 2 - D
D.I. Ray and the team race to track down Anjuli Kapoor, making more than one grim discovery in the process. This is no honor crime. (Repeats 1/12 at 1:30am)

10:00 PM MASTRID: IREZUME
(Repeats 1/12 at 2:30am)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY
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12:30 AM DEATH IN PARADISE
See January 11 description (Repeats 1/14 at 7:00pm and 1/18 at 3:00pm)

FRIDAY, January 12, 2024

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL
(Repeats 1/13 at 12:30am, 1/13 at 7:00pm, 1/14 at 5:30am, 1/14 at 10:00am and 1/15 at 5:30pm)

8:30 PM NEW YORK NOW (NY): JANUARY 12-14, 2024
(Repeats 1/13 at 1:00am, 1/13 at 7:30pm, 1/14 at 10:30am and 1/15 at 5:00pm)

9:00 PM THE AMERICAN BUFFALO: INTO THE STORM - D P
By the late 1880s, the buffalo that once numbered in the tens of millions is teetering on the brink of extinction. But a diverse and unlikely collection of Americans start a movement that rescues the national mammal from disappearing forever. 
(Repeats 1/13 at 1:30am, 1/16 at 3:00pm and 1/18 at 1:00pm)

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL
(Repeats 1/13 at 7:00pm, 1/14 at 5:30am, 1/14 at 10:00am and 1/15 at 5:30pm)

SATURDAY, January 13, 2024

8:00 PM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART ONE
One of the founders of a new-age commune, The Lodge of the Golden Wind Horse, dies in a fall down the stairs, apparently accidentally. But when the other founder is mysteriously murdered in front of a roomful of people, the first death looks like it may have been deliberate as well. 
(Repeats 1/14 at 12:30am, 1/14 at midnight and 1/18 at 4:00pm)

9:00 PM AGATHA CHRISTIE’S: POIROT: THE ADVENTURE OF JOHNNY WAVERLY
(Repeats 1/14 at 1:30am, 1/14 at 6:00pm and 1/18 at 5:00pm)

10:00 PM MISS SCARLET AND THE DUKE ON MASTERPIECE: ELYSIUM
See January 7 description (Repeats 1/14 at 2:30am)

11:00 PM ACL 9TH ANNUAL HALL OF FAME HONORS JOHN PRINE
The ninth annual Austin City Limits Hall of Fame induction honors singer/songwriter John Prine. (Repeats 1/14 at 3:30am)

12:00 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART ONE
See January 13 description (Repeats 1/18 at 4:00pm)

12:30 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART ONE
See January 13 description (Repeats 1/18 at 4:00pm)

SUNDAY, January 14, 2024

8:00 PM MISS SCARLET AND THE DUKE ON MASTERPIECE: SIX FEET UNDER - D

When a close friend of Mr. Potts is murdered, Eliza finds herself investigating the dark and macabre world of Victorian undertakers. (Repeats 1/15 at 1:00am, 1/20 at 10:00pm and 1/21 at 2:30am)

9:00 PM ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL ON MASTERPIECE: CARPE DIEM - D
Siegfried has the bright idea of bringing in an experienced bookkeeper, Miss Harbottle, to bring method to their madness. James and Helen take inspiration from Siegfried's 'Carpe Diem' approach and make a long-awaited decision. 
(Repeats 1/15 at 2:00am)

10:00 PM FUNNY WOMAN: EPISODE 2
Barbara lands a lead role in a new TV sitcom, but just as she's about to realize her dream, news from home threatens to derail her plans. Will she return to Blackpool or seize her moment in London? (Repeats 1/15 at 3:00am)

11:00 PM MARRIAGE - D
Ian looks for a job while Emma continues to do well at work. Ian visits Emma's boss and is surprised to hear she's going to a conference with him. Jessica has an argument with Adam and looks for a way out.

12:00 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART ONE
See January 13 description (Repeats 1/18 at 4:00pm)

MONDAY, January 15, 2024

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER HOUR 2
Watch abundant Alaskan appraisals, like a Paul Revere Jr. silver tablespoon, Harry Karstens's ice axe from his first ascent of Denali, ca. 1913 and a Zacharias Nicholas Haida totem pole, ca. 1890. Find out which one is $100,000 to $125,000. (Repeats 1/16 at 12:30am and 1/20 at 4:00pm)

9:00 PM NYS CELEBRATES DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR., 2024
(Repeats 1/16 at 1:30am)

10:00 PM POV: BRIEF TENDER LIGHT - D
A Ghanaian MIT alum follows four African students at his alma mater as they strive to become agents of change for their home countries Nigeria, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe. Over an intimate, nearly decade-long journey, all must decide how much of America to absorb, how much of Africa to hold on to, and how to reconcile teenage ideals with the truths they discover about the world and themselves. (Repeats 1/16 at 2:30am)

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER HOUR 2
See January 15 description (Repeats 1/20 at 4:00pm)

TUESDAY, January 16, 2024

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: FATHERS AND SONS
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. meets actors LeVar Burton and Wes Studi two men who grew up without their fathers. With few
clues to guide him, Gates introduces them to ancestors they've never known revealing connections to key moments in history. (Repeats 1/17 at 12:30am, 1/17 at 3:30am and 1/17 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM TUTANKHAMUN: ALLIES & ENEMIES: EPISODE 1 - D
Hour one commemorates the centennial of King Tut's tomb opening by exploring the mysteries of his life and burial. Egyptian Archeologist Dr. Yasmine El-Shazly meets with historians and scientists to inspect historical inconsistencies. (Repeats 1/17 at 1:30am and 1/23 at 2:00pm)

10:00 PM TUTANKHAMUN: ALLIES & ENEMIES: EPISODE 2 - D
Hour two uncovers further mysteries behind King Tut's life and burial. Egyptian Archeologist Dr. Yasmine El-Shazly continues her journey, seeking to answer some of the historical inconsistencies surrounding this great civilization. (Repeats 1/17 at 2:30am and 1/23 at 2:00pm)

11:00 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: FATHERS AND SONS
See January 16 description (Repeats 1/17 at 3:30am, 1/17 at 3:00pm)

WEDNESDAY, January 17, 2024

8:00 PM NATURE: BIG LITTLE JOURNEYS: SURVIVAL - D
In Taiwan, a Formosan pangolin travels through a land of giants to find a mate in a protected forest, while in Brazil's Atlantic Forest, a family of golden-headed lion tamarins journey from the edge of their world into a land of plenty. (Repeats 1/18 at 12:30am, 1/18 at 3:30am, 1/19 at 3:00pm and 1/22 at 2:00pm)

9:00 PM NOVA: ULTIMATE SPACE TELESCOPE - D
Explore the dramatic story of NASA's James Webb Space Telescope-the most ambitious observatory ever launched-through a series of high-stakes milestones, from its conception to completion. (Repeats 1/18 at 1:30am, 1/19 at 4:00pm, 1/21 at noon and 1/22 at 1:00pm)

10:00 PM SECRETS OF THE DEAD: BEN FRANKLIN'S BONES - D
When human bones were found in the basement of Benjamin Franklin's London home, people wondered if he had a dark side. The remains weren't victims of violent acts, however; they were used in an anatomy school that helped shape modern medicine. (Repeats 1/18 at 2:30am, 1/19 at 5:00pm and 1/24 at 2:00pm)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

THURSDAY, January 18, 2024

8:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE
When a woman reports a murder and is then found strangled, the team are left wondering whether she was reporting her own murder. (Repeats 1/19 at 12:30am, 1/21 at 7:00pm and 1/25 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM D.I. RAY: EPISODE 3 - D
The body count continues to rise as D.I. Ray and the team uncover more evidence suggesting they are dealing with highly dangerous organized criminals. (Repeats 1/19 at 1:30am)

10:00 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

FRIDAY, January 19, 2024

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL
(Repeats 1/20 at 12:30am, 1/20 at 7:00pm, 1/21 at 5:30am, 1/21 at 10:00am and 1/22 at 5:30pm)

8:30 PM NEW YORK NOW (NY): JANUARY 19-21, 2024
(Repeats 1/20 at 1:00am, 1/20 at 7:30pm, 1/21 at 10:30am and 1/22 at 5:00pm)

9:00 PM BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: JOIN OR DIE (1706-1774) - P
After building a printing empire in Philadelphia with his wife Deborah, Benjamin Franklin gains worldwide fame from electricity experiments, then spends years in London trying to keep Britain and America together as his family comes apart. (Repeats 1/20 at 1:30am, 1/23 at 3:00pm and 1/25 at 1:00pm)

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

SATURDAY, January 20, 2024

8:00 PM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART TWO
One of the founders of a new-age commune, The Lodge of the Golden Wind Horse, dies in a fall down the stairs, apparently accidentally. But when the other founder is mysteriously murdered in front of a roomful of people, the first death looks like it may have been deliberate as well. (Repeats 1/21 at 12:30am, 1/21 at midnight and 1/25 at 4:00pm)

9:00 PM AGATHA CHRISTIE’S: POIROT: FOUR AND TWENTY BLACKBIRDS
(Repeats 1/21 at 1:30am, 1/21 at 6:00pm and 1/25 at 5:00pm)

10:00 PM MISS SCARLET AND THE DUKE ON MASTERPIECE: SIX FEET UNDER
See January 14 description (Repeats 1/21 at 2:30am)
11:00 PM AUSTIN CITY LIMITS: ROBERT GLASPER/DOMI AND JD BECK
Grammy-winning Robert Glasper and duo DOMi & JD BECK bring next-generation jazz to Austin City Limits. Joined by special guests, Glasper performs songs from his celebrated Black Radio; DOMi & JD BECK perform tunes from their debut Not Tight. (Repeats 1/21 at 3:30am)

12:00 AM THE CAVERNS SESSIONS: HARLEY KIMBRO & LEWIS

12:30 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART TWO
See January 20 description (Repeats 1/21 at midnight and 1/25 at 4:00pm)

SUNDAY, January 21, 2024

8:00 PM MISS SCARLET AND THE DUKE ON MASTERPIECE: ORIGINS - D
The story of how it all began. It's twelve years earlier and Eliza and The Duke meet for the very first time. (Repeats 1/22 at 1:00am, 1/27 at 10:00pm and 1/28 at 2:30am)

9:00 PM ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL ON MASTERPIECE: RIGHT HAND MAN - D
Busy and exhausted, James and Helen cannot get any time together. James thinks he found a solution when he hires a new trainee vet, Richard Carmody, but things do not quite work out as he expects. (Repeats 1/22 at 2:00am)

10:00 PM FUNNY WOMAN: EPISODE 3
Barbara's life (aka Sophie Straw) changes overnight as the show is a huge hit. Intoxicated by success, she embarks on a romance with co-star Clive. (Repeats 1/22 at 3:30am)

11:00 PM MARRIAGE - D
Emma attends the conference with her boss, Jamie. Ian waits at home and wonders what she's up to. Jessica meets a new friend who could turn out to be something more.

12:00 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH IN DISGUISE - PART TWO
See January 20 description (Repeats 1/25 at 4:00pm)

MONDAY, January 22, 2024

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER HOUR 3
Wrap up ROADSHOW's first-ever visit to Alaska, with finds that include an Alaska belt buckle, ca. 1975, an Elvis Presley King Creole movie poster, and Stephen Decatur warrant and commissions from 1798 - 1804. One is $150,000 to $200,000! (Repeats 1/23 at 12:30am and 1/27 at 4:00pm)

9:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: NEW YORK CITY, HOUR TWO
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in The Big Apple for the first time in 13 years, where host Mark L. Walberg heads to an iconic venue, the Apollo Theater, for a ROADSHOW "Most Wanted" segment. Highlights include a Tiffany Studios mosaic inkwell, ca. 1905, likely designed by Carol Driscoll; a show run from the Beatles' first "Ed Sullivan Show" appearance along with an autographed photograph of the band; and a Joseph Kleitsch oil painting, ca.1925, purchased by the owner's father from Kleitsch's widow for $100 and now valued at $500,000. (Repeats 1/23 at 1:30am and 1/26 at 3:30am)

10:00 PM INDEPENDENT LENS: RACIST TREES - D
A historically Black neighborhood in Palm Springs fights for the removal of a wall of trees. (Repeats 1/23 at 2:30am)

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER HOUR 3
See January 22 description (Repeats 1/27 at 4:00pm)

TUESDAY, January 23, 2024

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: BURIED SECRETS
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps singer Sammy Hagar and actor Ed O'Neill uncover their roots, revealing secrets their ancestors went to great lengths to conceal and celebrating the virtue of accepting one's relatives, whoever they may be. (Repeats 1/24 at 12:30am, 1/24 at 3:30am and 1/24 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: NAZI TOWN, USA - D
In February 1939, more than twenty thousand Americans filled Madison Square Garden for an event billed as a "Pro-American Rally." As images of George Washington hung next to swastikas, a series of speakers railed against the "Jewish controlled media" and called for a return to a racially "pure" America. The keynote speaker, a man named Fritz Kuhn, was the head of an organization known as the German American Bund. The rally was huge demanding the largest police presence to date for any event in New York City history but it was the culmination of a movement that had been brewing for years. Nazi Town USA will tell the largely unknown story of this organization that had chapters across the country and represented what experts believe was a "very real threat of fascist subversion in the United States." Organized into 70 different districts, the Bund held joint rallies with the Ku Klux Klan and ran dozens of summer camps for children centered around Nazi ideology and imagery. Life in some of the largest camps - including Camp Siegfried in Long Island, Camp Hindenburg in Wisconsin, and Camp Nordland in New Jersey - will be brought to life through extensive archival footage, photographs, and ruins that exist to this day. The Bund's embrace of "Americanism" raises thorny issues - from questions of free speech to declarations of “America First” - that we continue to wrestle with to this day. The Bund's presence to date for any event in New York City

10:00 PM FRONTLINE: ISRAEL'S SECOND FRONT
Beyond Gaza, the power of Hamas, Hezbollah and other forces in the region. Correspondent Ramita Navai investigates militants in the West Bank and Lebanon, their ties to Iran and their role in the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians. (Repeats 1/24 at 2:30am)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: BURIED SECRETS
March 2024 Primetime Listings – 57.1

See January 23 description (Repeats 1/24 at 3:30am and 1/24 at 3:00pm)

**WEDNESDAY, January 24, 2024**

8:00 PM NATURE: BIG LITTLE JOURNEYS: BLOODLINES - D
In Madagascar, a match-stick sized chameleon goes on an epic journey to find a mate and lay eggs before it's too late. A water vole in the Scottish Highlands swims a lake, climbs a waterfall and scales a mountain to find a place to raise her pups. (Repeats 1/25 at 12:30am, 1/25 at 3:30am, 1/26 at 3:00pm and 1/30 at 2:00pm)

9:00 PM NOVA: ICEMAN REBORN
Murdered more than 5,000 years ago, Otzi the Iceman is the oldest human mummy on Earth. Now, newly discovered evidence sheds light not only on this mysterious ancient man, but on the dawn of civilization in Europe. (Repeats 1/25 at 1:30am, 1/26 at 4:00pm, 1/28 at noon and 1/30 at 1:00pm)

10:00 PM SECRETS OF THE DEAD: HANNIBAL IN THE ALPS
Follow a team of experts as they solve the enduring mystery of exactly where Hannibal and his troops crossed the Alps to launch a surprise attack on Rome. (Repeats 1/25 at 2:30am, 1/26 at 5:00pm and 1/31 at 1:00pm)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

**THURSDAY, January 25, 2024**

8:00 PM DEATH IN PARADISE
A reggae rap artist is shot dead at a soundcheck for a concert. Things prove uncomfortable for Marlon when he discovers a personal connection to the crime. (Repeats 1/26 at 12:30am and 1/28 at 7:00pm)

9:00 PM D.I. RAY: EPISODE 4 - D
D.I. Ray makes a shocking discovery which has a huge impact on both her investigation and her personal life. (Repeats 1/26 at 1:30am)

10:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL
(Remits 1/27 at 12:30am, 1/27 at 7:00pm, 1/28 at 5:30am, 1/28 at 10:00am and 1/29 at 5:30pm)

**FRIDAY, January 26, 2024**

8:00 PM MOUNTAIN LAKE JOURNAL
(Remits 1/27 at 12:30am, 1/27 at 7:00pm, 1/28 at 5:30am, 1/28 at 10:00am and 1/29 at 5:30pm)
newcomers whilst she waits for some personal news. (Repeats 1/29 at 2:00am)

10:00 PM FUNNY WOMAN: EPISODE 4
Barbara and Clive's off-screen romance is the talk of the town, but she makes a discovery that threatens to bring down the whole show. (Repeats 1/29 at 3:00am)

11:00 PM MARRIAGE - D
Jessica moves home and Ian gets to spend some time with her. Jamie receives an unexpected visitor. Emma confronts her father and her boss with some truths. Jamie receives an unexpected visitor.

12:00 AM MIDSOMER MURDERS: DEATH'S SHADOW - PART 1
See January 27 description

MONDAY, January 29, 2024

8:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE HOUR 1
See marvelous Massachusetts treasures, including a 1954 Marilyn Monroe tissue with a soldier’s letter, Paul Revere pottery vases, and a 1942 Ted Williams game-worn Red Sox jersey. Can you guess Season 28's top $500,000 treasure? (Repeats 1/30 at 12:30am)

9:00 PM ANTIQUES ROADSHOW: NEW YORK CITY, HOUR THREE
In NYC, host Mark L. Walberg joins appraiser Nicholas M. Dawes at the Salmagundi Club to learn about porcelain mugs created by former artist members. Highlights include a Tiffany presentation watch that was gifted to NYPD lieutenant Giuseppe Petrosino by the Italian government; a 1943 Irving Berlin manuscript that was discovered nestled in the pages of a photo album belonging to the family of the Columbia Records president; and a collection of rare 1903 American Beauty-backed tobacco baseball cards in pristine condition, appraised for $200,000. (Repeats 1/30 at 1:30am)

10:00 PM INDEPENDENT LENS: RAZING LIBERTY SQUARE - D
Liberty City, Miami, is home to one of the oldest segregated public housing projects in the U.S. Now with rising sea levels, the neighborhood's higher ground has become something else: real estate gold. Wealthy property owners push inland to higher ground, creating a speculators' market in the historically Black neighborhood previously ignored by developers and policy-makers alike. Liberty City, Miami, is home to one of the oldest segregated public housing projects in the U.S. Now with rising sea levels, the neighborhood's higher ground has become something else: real estate gold. Wealthy property owners push inland to higher ground, creating a speculators' market in the historically Black neighborhood previously ignored by developers and policy-makers alike. (Repeats 1/30 at 2:30am)

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

TUESDAY, January 30, 2024

8:00 PM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: HOLD THE LAUGHTER
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uncovers the roots of comedians Bob Odenkirk and Iliza Shlesinger two very funny people whose family trees brim with dramatic stories, introducing them to relatives who took great risks to overcome enormous hardships. (Repeats 1/31 at 12:30am, 1/31 at 3:30am and 1/31 at 3:00pm)

9:00 PM FRONTLINE: DEMOCRACY ON TRIAL
The roots of the criminal cases against former President Trump stemming from his 2020 election loss. Amid the presidential race, examining the House Jan. 6 committee's evidence, the threat to democracy and the historic charges against Trump. (Repeats 1/31 at 1:30am)

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY

12:30 AM FINDING YOUR ROOTS: HOLD THE LAUGHTER
See January 30 description (Repeats 1/31 at 3:30am and 1/31 at 3:00pm)

WEDNESDAY, January 31, 2024

8:00 PM NATURE: GORILLA - D
Gabon’s Loango National Park is home to a group of western lowland gorillas that have become accustomed to biologists who have studied them for almost 20 years. This documentary presents an intimate look at a silverback and his family, and features a newborn baby gorilla, brave researchers, forest elephants, buffalos and the last remaining wild coastline in the African tropics.

9:00 PM NOVA: WHEN WHALES COULD WALK - D
Egyptian desert fossils reveal clues to the evolution of the biggest animals on Earth.

10:00 PM SECRETS OF THE DEAD: JAMESTOWN’S DARK WINTER - D
Follow forensic anthropologists as they excavate the early American colony and uncover dark secrets. What do the newly discovered bones of a 14-year-old English girl reveal about what really happened during the winter of 1609?

11:00 PM BBC NEWS

11:30 PM AMANPOUR AND COMPANY